Reading Recommendations

Picture Book

If I Was a Horse
Blackall

Fish and Crab
Coppo

Beneath
Doerrfeld

Friends Beyond Measure
Fisher

I Live in a Tree Trunk
Fleming

Catside Up, Catside Down: A Book of Prepositions
Hrachovec

Buffalo Fluffalo
Kalb

Are You a Monster?
Karsten

Monster Baker
Lavoie

Flat Cat
Lazar

Hidden Gem
Liu

Squash, the Cat
Mayer

* Books with this symbol are available in other formats. Please see a librarian for info.
I Want 100 Dogs
McAnulty

There's Always Room for One More
McGrath

This Little Kitty in the Garden
Obuhanych

I Can Open It for You
Yoshitake

Juvenile Easy Reader

Try a Bite, Trilobite!
Fenske

Dot the Ladybug: Dot Day
George

Tow on the Go! The Mambo Rescue!
Lakin

Ty's Travels: Showtime!
Lyons

All Are Welcome: Give What You Can
Penfold

Fox Has a Problem
Tabor

Fox Versus Fox
Tabor

Worm and Caterpillar Are Friends
Windness

Need more recommendations?
Ask a librarian!